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Details of Item wise Job (Party shall submit SAC/HSN Code and GST % for each items) 
 
Sr. 
No. 

Description UOM Quantity SAC/HSN 
Code 

GST % 

 Part A (Supply Part)     

1.  
Supply of rafter, bracing, plate for 
repairing of solar  string table as per scope 
of work 

 SET 173   

2 Supply of Waree make solar module for 
replacement of damaged solar module as 
per scope of work 

No 26   

 Part B (Service Part)     

3 Removal of damaged part and installation 
of new part for solar string table as per 
scope of work 

SET 173   

4 Removal of damaged module and 
installation of new module in solar string 
table as per scope of work 

No 26   
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                                                                                                                               ANNEXURE – VI 

          (To be submitted in packet 8 of part-I) 
DISCIPLINARY MEASURES 

Procedure for action against an Agency in case of corrupt / fraudulent/ collusive / coercive 
practices and persistent poor performance / un-satisfactory performance. 
Definitions: 
A.1 “Fraud” is a wilful act or omission, intentionally committed by an individual either acting 
independently or in group(s) - by deception, connivance, suppression, cheating or any other fraudulent or 
illegal means, thereby, causing wrongful gains to self or any other individual and / or wrongful loss to 
others. This also includes abetment of any act mentioned above. Many a times such acts are undertaken 
with a view to deceive / mislead others, leading them to do or prohibiting them from doing a bonafide act 
or take bonafide decision which is not based on material facts.  
 
Ä.2 “Corrupt Practice” means the offering, giving, receiving or soliciting, directly or indirectly, anything 
of value to improperly influence the actions in selection process or in contract execution.  “Corrupt 
Practice” also includes any omission for misrepresentation that may mislead or attempt to mislead so that 
financial or other benefit may be obtained or an obligation avoided.   
A.3 “Collusive Practice amongst bidders (prior to or after bid submission)” means a scheme or 
arrangement designed to establish bid prices at artificial noncompetitive levels and to deprive the 
Employer of the benefits of free and open competition.    
A.4 “Coercive practice” means impairing or harming or threatening to impair or harm directly or 
indirectly, any agency or its property to influence the improperly actions of an agency, obstruction of any 
investigation or auditing of a procurement process.   
A.5 “Moral turpitude” means to be a conduct contrary to justice, honesty, modesty or good morals and 
contrary to what a man owes to a fellowman or to a society in general. 
A.6 “Party/Contractor/Supplier/Vendor/Consultant/Bidder/Licensor” shall mean and include but not 
limited to a public limited company or a private limited company, a joint venture, Consortium, HUF, a 
firm whether registered or not, an individual, a co-operative society or an association or a group of 
persons engaged in any commerce, trade, industry etc is herein referred as “Agency”   
A.7 “Company/Organization/Employer/Purchaser” is herein referred as “RCF Ltd”. 
1.0) HOLIDAY LISTING OF AN AGENCY: - 
In the following circumstances, an Agency can be put on 'holiday list', for a minimum duration of one 
year and up-to a maximum period of three years by RCF Ltd: - 
a) In case of non-performance or poor performance, unsatisfactory performance, no response consistently 
with respect to delivery, not meeting delivery schedule, poor quality and workmanship despite repeated 
request to improve performance.  
b) In case of problems at the Agency end such as labour, financial, legal etc. which are not likely to be 
resolved by the Agency in next one year.  
c) Litigation, including arbitration proceedings, against or by the Agency, which is likely to have an 
adverse impact on the company, till the dispute is settled.  
 
However, before an Agency is put on holiday, the shortcomings will be brought to the notice of the 
Agency, in writing, and proper notice specifying the grounds therein will be given in writing of the 
intention of RCF Ltd to put them on Holiday if the Agency does not rectify the breaches within a 
specified period of time. One weeks’ time will be given to the Agency to offer their explanation. If the 
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explanation is not found to be satisfactory or no explanation is received from the Agency within the 
stipulated time period, action / approval for putting the Agency on holiday shall be taken by the company 
without any further notice. Such action would be in addition to other remedies that would be exercised 
by RCF Ltd. The name of the Agency put on holiday will be displayed on company website and the 
Agency shall be put on Holiday in all units of the company. 
Depending on the severity of the default by the Agency, RCF Ltd can also De-list the Agency in addition 
to Holiday. In the mean- time, further tenders will not be issued to such an Agency. Offer of such an 
Agency shall not be considered in RCF tenders.  
2.0) DELISTING OF AN AGENCY: - 
Necessity may arise for deletion of the name of an approved Agency for a number of reasons. Some of 
which could be: 

a) Fall in credit rating of the Agency. 
b) Death of the proprietor, in case of single proprietary firm. 
c) Bankruptcy/insolvency of the Agency. 
d) Splitting/merger/closure/ change in constitution of the Agency. 
e) Directive of Board/ Govt. Financial institution/ Court. 

  
Period of De-listing shall be for a minimum period of one year. How-ever RCF Ltd at its discretion can 
delist the Agency for a maximum period of five years. Name of the De-listed Agency will be displayed 
on company website and will be on De-listed list in all units of the company. In the mean-time, further 
tenders will not be issued to such an Agency.  
3.0) BLACKLISTING OF AN AGENCY: - 
An Agency may be black-listed by the company where: -  

a) There are sufficient and strong reasons to believe that the Agency or his employee have been 
guilty of unethical or malpractice(s) including formation of cartel, bribery, corruption and fraud 
including substitution and in execution of PO/WO, smuggling, pilfering, unauthorized use of or 
disposal of Company’s property / materials issued for specific work or  
 

b) Agency continuously refuses to pay Company’s dues without showing adequate reasons or  
 

c) Agency (Director/Owner of the Agency, proprietor or any partner(s) or representative of the 
Agency) have been convicted by a court of law for offence involving moral turpitude in relation 
to business dealing(s) or  
 

d) Security considerations including suspected security considerations to the Company is envisaged.  
 
In all the above cases from (3a to 3d) a Show Cause notice as to why the Agency should not be 
Blacklisted will be sent to the Agency. The notice will specify clearly the grounds for considering the 
Agency for blacklisting and one weeks’ time will be given to the Agency to offer their explanation. If the 
explanation is not found to be satisfactory or no explanation is received from the Agency within the 
stipulated time period, action / approval for blacklisting shall be taken by the company without any 
further notice. Period of blacklisting will be minimum for five years. 
In case if an Agency is registered for more than one item of supply /work, the decision regarding 
blacklisting would apply to all the items of supply /works /units of the company. 
All the running contracts/other works with the Agency will be terminated immediately after blacklisting. 
Name of the blacklisted Agency will be displayed on Company website in all units of the company. No 
further tenders shall be issued to such an Agency.  
In-case the Agency is put on Holiday list or on blacklist or gets delisted, EMD and SD, if any, submitted 
by the Agency shall stand forfeited. EMD/SD/PBG/available balance of other contracts of the same 
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Agency shall also be considered for forfeiture, for the recovery towards any risk and cost amount, if 
applicable. 
Note:  

1. Agency shall note that all the points mentioned or stated above under Clause 1.0, 2.0 and 3.0 are 
only illustrative and not exhaustive. This does not prevent RCF Ltd from taking action against 
Agency for any other act that may not have been mentioned or stated above but the same falls 
under the gamut of fraudulent activity and considered as such by RCF Ltd. 

2. If it is observed during bidding process / bid evaluation stage or during execution of contract or 
after execution of contract but during defect liability period that the Agency has indulged in 
corrupt/fraudulent/collusive/coercive practices, the Agency shall be banned for future business 
dealings with RCF Ltd for a period specified in the above referred clauses and the EMD/SD/PBG 
as the case may be, submitted by the Agency stands forfeited. 

3. In case if an Agency has been put on holiday list or on blacklist or has got delisted in any other 
PSU or by Govt. Of India, offer of such an Agency shall not be considered in RCF tenders. 
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HSE REQUIREMENT 
HEALTH, SAFETY & ENVIRONMENT ATTACHEMENT 

SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS TO FOLLOW HSE (HEALTH, SAFETY AND ENVIRONMENT) SYSTEM & REGULATIONS 
 
All the contractors/ suppliers/ Transporters shall follow and comply the following Safety instructions 
for safe execution of the allotted jobs. These instructions are issued in addition to the HSE_PVC 
requirements which are mandatory for all contractual jobs. This will be applicable to all service 
contracts, work orders and purchase orders which require installation work at site. 
 
General Security Instructions: 

1.   Contractor shall arrange necessary Gate Entry Passes in advance with all security formalities.  
2. Contractor workmen will follow the safety rules and regulations prevailing at RCF from time to time. 

 
Training: 

1. One hour training on work place safety shall be mandatory to each new contractor employee at Suraksha 
Bhavan prior   to commencement of work.  

2.   Gate passes of all contractor employees shall be endorsed as “Safety trained employees”.  
3. On the job trainings / pep talks shall be imparted daily before starting the job. 

 
General Safety Instructions: 
1. Contractor shall not carry out any work without valid Work Permit issued to him. All the conditions of the 

permit shall be understood &complied by him  
2.  Work Permit shall be always available with contractor’s supervisor at worksite  
3. Contractor shall arrange adequate supervisors. No job shall be carried out without supervision  
4. PEP talk shall be given to the entire contractor worker including Supervisors daily before commencement 

of the job regarding Safety instructions of the job. 
5. All hot jobs, height jobs, confine space jobs etc. shall be carried out only after authorization of valid 

permits.  
6. Sparks shall be confined by Non-asbestos Fire/ Welding blanket. The area shall be cordon off. Nearby area 

shall be kept clean and away from any combustible material to avoid fire incidents. 
7. All the conditions/ instructions mentioned in the permit shall be strictly adhered to the Safety work permits 

for each hot, confined space, height job & other jobs taken by Plants & Services is must. Safety instructions 
written on it shall also be strictly followed at site by contractor employees.  

8. Job at height shall be done only after erection of tubular scaffolding, access ladder and working platform as 
per BIS. The scaffolding shall be designed to withstand 4 times the intended load and be erected by trained 
workers under the supervision responsible supervisor.  

9. Confined space jobs shall be allowed only after display of Safe Entry Permit duly signed by all the 
concerned officials and subsequently Class-I Safety Permit. All these permits shall be accompanied by 
Attendance Register of the employees working inside the confined space with a person stationed near man 
hole for continuous supervision and coordination. 

10. For Slag blasting jobs, contractor shall follow and comply the requirements mentioned in Schedule 
VIII (5) of the Maharashtra Factories Rules 1963 for Provision of protective helmets, gauntlets and 
overalls. 

11.    In case of any deviations/ change in work condition, the same shall be informed to plant in charge. 
12. All the tools & tackles and other equipments being used by the contractor shall be in good condition, 

tested and certified by competent agency. The contractor shall always possess those certificates and submit 
the copies to RCF officials. 
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13. For every critical job, Job Safety Analysis (JSAs) shall be made separately. Contractor representative 
will be part of JSA & training shall be imparted to the workmen by RCF. 

14. Contractor shall ensure that all the electrical appliances/ equipments such as welding machine, 
electrical grinder etc. shall be in good working condition and the same shall have valid test certificate/ 
approval. 

15. Contractor shall seek temporary electrical connections through RCF Electrical department only. 
16. All extension boards used for giving temporary connection should have ELCB / RCCB of appropriate 

rating on the incoming side. The boards shall be checked by RCF officials. 
17. For any temporary connection, the cable should be laid at a height where no person can touch it with 

hands and it does not create obstacle for moving vehicles. 
18. The cable used for temporary connection should be preferably without joints. 
19. Temporary electrical connection to 1 phase / 3 phase equipments should be provided with double 

earthing. Do not use short cut method for earthing (structure earthing). 
20. If any equipment to which temporary connection is given is to be moved, always ensure that the 

equipment is in de-energised state. 
21. Gas cylinders should be securely kept in vertical position with rigid support and it should be chained to 

prevent any accidental fall. Gas cylinders should be stored in a shed.  
22. Contractor shall ensure that Welding machines, oxygen and acetylene cylinders etc. shall not be kept/ 

stored in a place where other combustible materials were stored. 
23. The torch and gas cylinders must be fitted with flash back arrestors. Cylinders should have double 

pressure gauges as per statutory requirements. 
24. Contractor will ensure and maintain housekeeping at work place. Scrap materials will be returned to 

scrap yard as per the instructions of RCF officials. 
25. Fire Extinguishers, water hose/ water drums shall always be kept at construction/ fabrication site. 
26. Contractor workers shall possess basic knowledge of the use of fire hydrants, extinguishers & 

emergency communication requirement & follow emergency plan of company during emergencies or any 
incidence.  

27. Contractor shall be made aware of emergency contact nos. and possess List of emergency phone nos. 
like fire / first aid / safety and plant OM / DGM, Control Room shall be  

28. Contractors whose Safety Records are not satisfactory shall be viewed seriously and necessary action 
(viz. Warning, monetary penalty, suspension/stoppage of work, cancellation of Registration/Contracts) 
shall be taken by RCF authority. 

29. Contractor shall provide appropriate PPEs (Personnel Protective Equipment’s) to all workers such as 
safety shoes, safety helmet, safety goggle, double lanyard full body harness, dust masks, ear plugs ,face 
shields & other necessary PPEs as per BIS mentioned below, (PPEs mentioned shall be used as per job 
requirement; but Safety shoes & helmet is must for all the jobs) 
 

SN BIS codes Information 
1 IS: 2925 - 1984  Industrial Safety Helmets  
2 IS: 4770 - 1991  Rubber Gloves for Electrical Purpose  

3 IS: 6994 - 1973 
[Part-I]  

Industrial Safety Gloves [Leather & Cotton 
Gloves]  

4 IS: 1989 - 1986 
[Part-II]  Leather Safety Boots & Shoes  

5 IS: 6519 - 1971  Code of Practice for Selections, Care & Repair of 
Safety Footwear  

6 IS: 11226 - 1993  Leather Safety Footwear Having Direct Molding 
Sole  

7 IS: 5983 - 1980  Eye Protectors  
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8 IS: 9167 - 1979  Ear Protectors  
9 IS: 3521 - 1999 Industrial Safety Belts & Harnesses  

Safety precautions for compressed gas cylinders: 
1. Identification of contents of industrial gas cylinders shall be as per IS 4379:1981. Valve fittings for 

compressed gas cylinders excluding LPG cylinders shall be as per IS 3224:2002. Valve Fittings for 
Liquefied Petroleum Gas (LPG) Cylinders of more than 5 litre water capacity shall be as per IS 8737:1995.  

2. Oxy-acetylene sets/ Oxygen/ LPG cylinder sets to be used for pre-heating & cutting jobs shall be provided 
with regulators having IS  11006 :2011 specified flash back arrestors, double diaphragm pressure gauges as 
per IS 6901:2009  & hose connections as per IS 6016:2009 . Gas cylinders shall be handled as per IS 
8016:1996. Gas cylinders shall be kept upright and secured firmly with chain. 

 
Safety precautions during welding job: 

1. Welding machine manual shall be available at site and rated capacity of machine shall be clearly visible. 
Earthing shall be returned back from job to welding machine 

2. Personnel working shall wear Safety shoes, safety goggles, welding shield with safety helmet attached, cut 
resistance hand gloves & double lanyard full body harnesses with both the lifelines anchored (for height job 
above 6 feet) at different supports. 

3. Contractor employee shall ensure that water hose or water filled bucket kept near work place. 
4. Working personnel should clearly understand about hazards involved and safe working procedure to 

mitigate and prevent hazards. 
 

Safety precautions during Radiography: 
1. Contractor shall ensure that radiography is conducted by competent radiographer. Radiographer shall carry 

radiographer’s license along with personal dosimeters (Chest & waist), Survey meters, lead apron, trefoil 
symbols and adequate PPE’s. 

2. Contractor shall ensure cordon off tape is available with the radiographer. 
3. During radiography person shall wear cotton hand gloves, safety shoes, safety helmet with chin strap and 

Safety goggle. 
 

Safety precautions during Slag blasting: 
1. During slag blasting job contractor employee shall wear full body protection suit/ leather jacket, air lined 

mask, dust mask, cut resistant hand gloves, ear plugs, safety shoes, safety helmet with chin strap, Safety 
goggle, Double lanyard full body Harness (If required for the assigned job). 

 
Safety precautions during hydro jet cleaning: 

1. During hydro jet cleaning person shall wear cut resistant suit, hand gloves, face shield, safety shoes, 
safety helmet with chin strap, safety goggle and ELCB shall be provided if the work is at height. 

 
Safety precautions while using electrical appliances: 

1. Contractor shall ensure all electrical appliances have three pin end connections. All electrical hand tools 
shall have ELCBs. All electrical cables shall have sound & intact insulation & shall be free from joints. 

2. Contractor shall ensure complete isolation of energy while working on MCC panel. While isolating energy 
electric arc suit shall be used. 

3. Contractor shall ensure only flame-proof electrical fittings are used in hazardous areas as per instructions 
by Engineer-In-Charge designated by RCFL for the job. 

 
Safety precautions for working at height (above 6 feet): 

1. For height jobs, contractor employees shall wear safety helmet, safety shoes, safety goggle, cotton/cut 
resistance hand gloves & double lanyard full body harnesses with both the lifelines anchored at different 
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supports. Scaffold shall be as per IS 4014:1967 (Part 1) & IS 4014:2013 (Part 2). Life line shall be 
provided as Standby arrangement. 

 
Safety precautions for Confined space job: 

1.  Contractor shall ensure safe entry permit (if oxygen % is above 19.5%) is pasted at all the entry/exit points 
along with Class I permit before entering the vessel. 

2. Contractor shall ensure that his employees know the hazards that may be faced during entry and ensure 
accurate count of authorized entrants in a register. 

3. Contractor shall ensure that a person/watch dog remains near the entry space till the job/work is over. 
4. Contractor shall ensure that cross ventilation, air hose and 24 volt lamp without cable joint are made 

available before entering vessel & shall ensure that rescue and other emergency services procedures are 
made and are taken care off. He shall also ensure that authorized entrants are using all necessary PPEs. 

5.  Contractor shall be aware of alternate light/power source arrangement in case of power failure. 
 
Safety precautions for working at fragile roof: 

1. Maintenance/ civil personnel should provide duck ladders/crawling boards. Working personnel should be 
clearly informed and instructed about hazards involved and safe working procedure to mitigate and prevent 
hazards. 

2. Personnel working on roof should use necessary PPE’s such as safety helmet, safety shoes, safety goggle, 
cut resistance/cotton hand gloves & double lanyard full body harnesses with both the lifelines anchored at 
different supports. 

3. Minimum number of employees should work on roof at a time. 
 
Safety precautions for fabrication & erection jobs: 
1. Contractor shall use the electrodes / filler wire as mentioned in SOW. 
2. Contractor shall ensure face shield while executing welding/cutting/grinding job   
3. Contractor must use grinding /cutting wheels of ISI/EN standard only.  
4. Contractor must use grinder and grinding /cutting wheels as per the given specification i.e. RPM, 
Size etc.(Should not use expire dated/ over RPM) 

 
Penalties/ Disciplinary actions for Safety violations for contract employees of safety rules at work place: 
 

1.0 Purpose: This procedure classifies violations and establishes uniform application of disciplinary 
action for safety violations by workers including Contractors, subcontractors, consultants and their 
supervisors. This proposal is based on review of existing penalty rates to bring effectiveness in work 
place safety. It will be applicable in all contracts from 1st October, 2018 with prior intimation. 
 
2.0 Scope: This Procedure applies to workers including Contractors, subcontractors, consultants and their 
supervisors who conduct and perform work activities and services in all RCF’s Operating Areas at 
Trombay unit.  
 
3.0 General Requirements and Responsibilities: All concerned mentioned above at all times must 
comply with the following requirements;  
 Maintain full responsibility for all environmental, safety, security and health compliance matters.  
 Shall take prompt action on safety compliance as per RCF’s Safety Procedures, Rules and 

Regulations. 
 Responsible for correcting environmental, safety, security and health violations and/or unsafe 

conditions present in his/her operation.  


